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The world we know is changing at an exponential rate: thanks to the advent of technology, 
manufacturers are producing products of varying size, color, material and use to satiate 
ever-changing consumer demands. This evolving product complexity has placed great strain 
on machine builders, who must engineer flexible and agile machines to meet constantly 
changing customer requirements all while staying competitive against low-cost, global 
competitors. In the face of this competition, many machine builders face immense pressure 
to reduce margins and overdeliver on projects just to stay afloat, jeopardizing their 
business’s longevity and deflating staff morale, who may seek employment elsewhere.

To overcome product complexity, meet customer requirements, outpace global 
competition, increase profitability and retain the best employees, machine builders need to 
adopt a culture of change. This culture of change begins with digitalization. By adopting 
cloud-based technological solutions, machine builders can track and manage complex 
customer requirements with ease; they can surmount any change requests; and they can 
reuse data across similar projects to bring machines to market faster. Through these 
changes, machine builders can realize greater time, cost and resource-savings.

Our cloud-based Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) for Machine Builders provides the 
end-to-end tools that organizations need to digitally transform and optimize their 
operations.

By adopting a Software as a Service (SaaS) PLM solution, machine 
builders can take advantage of Siemens' experience in defining a PLM 
solution to harness the power of project, process and requirements 
management; machine configuration and reuses; and blended 
ETO/CTO. By mastering these three domains, machine builders can: 

• Collaborate more effectively and provide an environment that 
challenges and excites staff 

• Satisfy changing customer requirements/reconfigure machines 
to overcome global competition 

• Reuse bill of materials information between projects to expedite 
and increase order fulfillment

Industry Trends



PLM for Machine Builders helps businesses overcome siloed processes by providing an 
integrated approach to project management, machine configuration, and bill of materials reuse.

PLM for Machine Builders provides features and 
performance that result in high-value machines with 
competitive differentiation. Project management, machine 
configuration and blended ETO/CTO tools unite to create a 
truly connected platform that results in predictable and 
productive machines. 

PLM for Machine Builders 
incorporates three key areas:

Project, process and requirements management

Improve cross-domain collaboration a SaaS solution. Integrated 
project management tools built on industry best practices 
provide increased transparency and traceability into orders 
through real-time dashboards. These dashboards help machine 
builders deliver on project milestones and avoid costly 
bottlenecks that delay projects. By using an instant-on solution, 
machine builders can meet customer timeline requirements 
with ease and are likely to gain repeat orders and maintain 
high morale among staff – a necessity for staying competitive 
against market players unencumbered by legacy processes or 
outdated technology.

Machine configuration and reuse

Source and clone machine structures/CAD documents to 
produce more machines than ever before. With machine 
configuration and reuse, departments can align on projects at 
any time, from anywhere, using Siemens’ cloud-based 
platform. Through this collaboration, machine builders can 
easily identify customer requirements and project information, 
while each department can account for needs upfront or easily 
communicate changes after the fact. This streamlined 
communication saves time that would be wasted fixing 
mistakes in late-stage machine development. In turn, more 
machines can be created more easily than ever before, putting 
machine builders in a strong position against their competition       
. 

Blended ETO/CTO functionality

Bring products to market faster with cloud tools. By adopting a 
modular approach to engineering, machine builders can select 
and lightly customize their modules, then immediately store 
project data and bill of materials (BOM) information that can 
be reused across projects of a similar scope. This means future 
builds can be streamlined and repetitive tasks can be 
automated so machines are delivered to the market faster. 
Furthermore, since machines have been proven in the field, 
machine builders can accurately quote more orders to expand 
their profitability. .

Features include

 • Project, process and requirements management:

 o Everybody works from the same plans

 o Enable requirements traceability

 o Understand change and its impact on schedules

 • Machine configuration and reuse:

 o Source, clone and manage machine structures/CAD 
documents as business objects

 o Utilize neutral file formats so anyone can view docs, create 
rules and leave markups

 o Use workflow and version management to track 
development and order maturity

• Blended ETO/CTO functionality

 o Reuse bill of materials information across projects of  
similar scope

 o Instantly implement and maintain configuration rules 

 o Integrate and use BOM data across several enterprise 
applications (ERP, MES, etc) 

Accelerate innovation through digitalization 

IBM Institute for Business Value,
Digital transformation at scale
for industrial products

Digital investments have generated value for 
industrial products organizations, with averages of 15 
percent return on investment, 5 percent expense 
reduction, 4 percent increase in revenues and a 
62-day reduction in time to market for new 
products/services

What The Analysts Say
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https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/transformation-industrial-products
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Increase productivity with synchronous tools 

By using a secure, modern and scalable PLM tool, machine 
builders can realize a culture of change that reduces costs, saves 
time and optimizes resources. Configured with industry best 
practices, PLM for Machine Builders provides an instant-on, 
cloud-based solution, so organizations can immediately enhance 
project collaboration efficiency, implement real-time dashboards 
to circumvent delays, reuse machine structures/BOM 
information/project data to deliver products faster, readily 
reconfigure machines and automate redundant tasks through 
blended ETO/CTO functionality. It all begins with a single step in 
the digital transformation journey – a small investment for you, a 
giant leap for your business.   

• Locate customer requirements and project information faster than ever before
• Reuse data, BOM and mechatronics information between similar/repeat projects to save time
• Through repeat machine orders, increase machine predictability and reduce risks and liabilities
• Deliver products to market faster than before through the help of project milestone dashboards
• Drive alignment between departments to save downstream costs, time and resources
• Trace a project from start to finish; understand how modifications can impact timelines 

Benefits of PLM for Machine Builders:

IDC – Premier Global Market Intelligence Firm, January 2018

Data professionals are losing 50% of their time every week: 30% 
searching for, governing and preparing data plus 20% duplicating work.

Current State of Data Intelligence

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/12/17/reality-check-still-spending-more-time-gathering-instead-of-analyzing/?sh=499a342928ff


About PLM for Machine Builders

For customers eager to adopt change, Siemens’ digital 
tools provide a new way forward. Our solutions are built 
on secure, modern platforms, while our open architecture 
integrates inside leading mechanical computer aided 
design (MCAD) tools. Through our decades of experience 
with machine builders, we have engineered industry best 
practices into our cloud solutions, which support design 
management, project execution and a blended CTO/ETO 
delivery. 

For more information on Siemens Digital Industries 
Software products and services, visit  
siemens.com/software or follow us on LinkedIn and 
Twitter.
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